
`````````````````` 
race. They 
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Name```````` 

They race. 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
    paint. We 
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Name```````` 

We paint. 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
pushes. She 
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Name```````` 

She pushes. 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
showers. He 
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Name```````` 

He showers. 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
sting. Bees 
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Bees sting. 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
race. They 
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Name```````` 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
    paint. We 
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Name```````` 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
pushes. She 
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Name```````` 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
showers. He 
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Name```````` 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 



`````````````````` 
sting. Bees 
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Name```````` 

Capital letter            Period.    
The cat The cat can run. 
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```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````

bath socks flowers

spoon milk

Restate the question:
Use the word bank to answer the questions 
Use part of the question in your answer. 

©Just a PRIMARY Girl

1.What do you drink?

`````````````````
2. What can you smell ? 

`````````````````
3.What can you wear?

`````````````````
4. What do you do when you are dirty?

`````````````````
5.What do you eat with?

`````````````````



Name````````

```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````

bath socks flowers

spoon milk

Restate the question:
Use the word bank to answer the questions 
Use part of the question in your answer. 
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1.What do you drink?

`````````````````
2. What can you smell ? 

`````````````````
3.What can you wear?

`````````````````
4. What do you do when you are dirty?

`````````````````
5.What do you eat with?

`````````````````

You can drink



Name````````

```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````
```````````````````

bath socks flowers

spoon milk

Restate the question:
Use the word bank to answer the questions 
Use part of the question in your answer. 

©Just a PRIMARY Girl

1.What do you drink?

`````````````````
2. What can you smell ? 

`````````````````
3.What can you wear?

`````````````````
4. What do you do when you are dirty?

`````````````````
5.What do you eat with?

`````````````````

I can drink

I can smell

I can wear

I take a when I’m dirty

I eat with a 



Name``````
Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 

Sam is a cat. Sam is a fat cat. Sam likes to 
nap on the red mat. Sam likes to be pat. Sam 
is a very nice cat. 

©Just a PRIMARY Girl

1. What is Sam?

``````````````````
2. Where does Sam nap?

``````````````````
3. What color is the mat?

``````````````````
4. What does Sam like?

``````````````````



Name``````
Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 

Sam is a cat. Sam is a fat cat. Sam likes to 
nap on the red mat. Sam likes to be pat. Sam 
is a very nice cat. 

©Just a PRIMARY Girl

1. What is Sam?

``````````````````
2. Where does Sam nap?

``````````````````
3. What color is the mat?

``````````````````
4. What does Sam like?

``````````````````

Sam is a

Sam naps on

The mat is

Sam likes



Name``````

I got a new fish for my birthday. It is an 
orange fish. It has yellow eyes, and red lips. 
It has blue fins. It is pretty. I will name it 
Jill. 

1. What is the fish’s name? (red)
2. What color is Jill’s fins? (orange)
3. When did she get the fish?? (yellow)
4. What color is Jill? (green)

Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 

````````````````````

Draw a picture of what you have read. 
Write a sentence to match your illustration. 
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I got a new fish for my birthday. It is an 
orange fish. It has yellow eyes, and red lips. 
It has blue fins. It is pretty. I will name it 
Jill. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 
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1. What is the fish’s name?

``````````````````
2. What color is Ji l l?

``````````````````
3. When did she get the fish?

``````````````````
4. What color is Jill’s fins?

``````````````````



Name``````

I got a new fish for my birthday. It is an 
orange fish. It has yellow eyes, and red lips. 
It has blue fins. It is pretty. I will name it 
Jill. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 
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1. What is the fish’s name?

``````````````````
2. What color is Ji l l?

``````````````````
3. When did she get the fish?

``````````````````
4. What color is Jill’s fins?

``````````````````

The fish is named

Jill is

I got it for my

Jill’s fins are



Name``````

I have a dog named Fred. Fred is brown. He is 
a good dog. He drinks water, sniffs trees, 
and runs in the grass. Fred does not like to 
take a bath. He likes to dig in the mud. Fred is 
my friend. 

Locate, Highlight & Draw 

Read the story. Use your crayons. 
Locate & Highlight the answers to the questions. 

©Just a PRIMARY Girl

1. What is the dog’s name?

``````````````````
2. What color is Fred?

``````````````````
3. What does Fred not like?

``````````````````
4. What does Fred sniff?

``````````````````



Circle what you find in nature.

What el se did you find?

``````````````````````
``````````````````````
`````````````````````` 
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Picture Glue Write 
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```` 

```` 

```` 

```` 

```` 

```` 

```` 

Word Ladders 

mat 

cap 

top 

cop 

hop 

mop 

cat 

map 

Name```````` 
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ten 

pin 

tan 

man 

fan 

bat 

pen 

rat 

Word Ladders 

Name```````` 

Picture Glue Write 
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leg 

bug 

hog 

log 

dog 

big 

dig 

jug 

Word Ladders 

Picture Glue Write 
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Name```````` 
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The Giraffe The giraffe is a mammal or 
warm-blooded animal that has 

fur. The giraffe is the world’s 

tallest animal on land. It can be 

as tall as 18 feet. Giraffes have 

the largest hearts of any animal 
because it has to pump blood all 

the way up its neck and to its 

head. No two giraffes have the 

same coat. Adult Giraffes have 

few enemies and can live to be 
25 years old. A giraffe sleeps 

less than two hours a day. 

Giraffes live mostly in Africa on 

savannahs (sev-ana-s) or 
grasslands. It can eat over 100 

pounds of leaves a day. A 

giraffe uses its tongue to get 

leaves out of trees.  

 



The Giraffe   The giraffe is a mammal or warm-blooded 
animal that has fur. The giraffe is the 
world’s tallest animal on land. It can be 

as tall as 18 feet. Giraffes have the 
largest hearts of any animal because it 

has to pump blood all the way up its 
neck and to its head. No two giraffes 
have the same coat. Adult Giraffes 

have few enemies and can live to be 25 
years old. A giraffe sleeps less than two 
hours a day. Giraffes live mostly in 

Africa on savannahs (sev-ana-s) or 
grasslands. It can eat over 100 pounds 

of leaves a day. A giraffe uses its 
tongue to get leaves out of trees.  

Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  
 

1. What does a mammal mean?  
A. An animal with fur and is warm-blooded 
B. An animal that is warm blooded with feathers 
C. An animal with scales and is warm-blooded 
 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why do you think a giraffe lives on a savannah? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Do you think it is easy or hard to tell two giraffes apart? 



The Giraffe 

Draw a picture of something that you learned from your reading. 

Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  

1. What does a mammal mean?  
A. An animal with fur and is warm-blooded 
B. An animal that is warm blooded with feathers 
C. An animal with scales and is warm-blooded 

 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why do you think that giraffes live on the savannah ? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Do you think it is easy or hard to tell two giraffes apart? (Use the story for your answer) 



Amelia 
Earhart 

Amelia Earhart was an aviator or a 
pilot. She was born over a hundred 
years ago in 1897. Amelia bought her 
first plane called “The Canary” when 
she was 23. She had only taken 

lessons for a few years before she 
tried breaking flying records. Her 
first, was flying higher than anyone 
else at the time. When Amelia was 
28, she was asked to fly across the 

Atlantic Ocean solo or alone. This 
changed her life forever. She broke 
several records during that flight. 
When Amelia was 38, she was asked 
to fly alone around the world. She 

crashed at first, and tried again. She 
almost made it before running out of 
gas after getting lost. Her plane was 
never recovered, but Amelia is known 
as an inspiration and hero. She helped 

women to try things that only men 
had done before.  



Amelia Earhart was an aviator or a pilot. She 
was born over a hundred years ago in 1897. 
Amelia bought her first plane called “The 

Canary” when she was 23. She had only taken 
lessons for a few years before she tried 

breaking flying records. Her first, was flying 
higher than anyone else at the time. When 
Amelia was 28, she was asked to fly across 

the Atlantic Ocean solo or alone. This changed 
her life forever. She broke several records 
during that flight. When Amelia was 38, she 

was asked to fly alone around the world. She 
crashed at first, and tried again. She almost 

made it before running out of gas after 
getting lost over the Pacific Ocean. Her plane 
was never recovered, but Amelia is known as 

an inspiration and hero. She helped women to 
try things that only men had done before.  

Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  
 

1. What does aviator mean?  
A. Someone born 100 years ago. 
B. A woman.  
C. A person that flies a plane. 
 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why do you think they never found the plane? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Why would “The Canary” be a good name for a plane?  

Amelia  
Earhart 



Draw a picture of something that you learned from your reading. 

Amelia  
Earhart 

Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  
 

1. What does aviator mean?  
A. Someone born 100 years ago. 
B. A woman.  
C. A person that flies a plane. 
 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why do you think they never found the plane? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Why would “The Canary” be a good name for a plane?  



Grand Canyon The Grand Canyon is in Arizona. 
The Colorado River runs through 

the Grand Canyon. The water 

and wind wears away the rock 

little by little. This erosion 

changes the shape of the rocks 
over time. Rocks at the bottom 

of the canyon are over two 

billion years old. The Grand 

Canyon is so deep, that it can be 

seen from outer space! The 
canyon is home to over 35 

different snakes. The most 

common is the Pink Rattlesnake. 

Visitors at the Grand Canyon 
park must bring their own non-

plastic water containers. There 

is no selling of plastic water 

bottles in the park.  



The Grand Canyon is in Arizona. The 
Colorado River runs through the Grand 
Canyon. The water and wind wears 
away the rock little by little. This 
erosion changes the shape of the rocks 
over time. Rocks at the bottom of the 
canyon are over two billion years old. 
The Grand Canyon is so deep, that it 
can be seen from outer space! The 
canyon is home to over 35 different 
snakes. The most common is the Pink 
Rattlesnake. Visitors at the Grand 
Canyon park must bring their own non-
plastic water containers. There is no 
selling of plastic water bottles in the 
park.  

Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  
 

1. What does erosion mean?  
A. Water and wind wearing rock away. 
B. Rocks moving around. 
C. A river that goes through rock. 
 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why can you see the Grand Canyon from space? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Why wouldn’t the Grand Canyon Park not want to sell plastic bottles? 

Grand Canyon 



Draw a picture of something that you learned from your reading. 

Grand Canyon 
Use your crayons to highlight where you found your answer.  
 

1. What does erosion mean?  
A. Water and wind wearing rock away. 
B. Rocks moving around. 
C. A river that goes through rock. 
 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

2. Why can you see the Grand Canyon from space? 

`````````````````````````````````` 
`````````````````````````````````` 

3. Why wouldn’t the Grand Canyon Park not want to sell plastic bottles? 
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Name```` 

1. Spring iz great four planting flowers.  

``````````````````` 
2. A pant         needs dirt to groo. 

``````````````````` 
What else does a plant need to grow? (A plant needs…)  

``````````````````` 

Fix and rewrite the sentence, then answer the question. 

So lve the problems 
6+8 =___ 5+10=___ 
12+3 =___ 6+9=___ 
8+7 =___ 11+3=___ 

What  am  I  count ing  by?  
 

What  comes  nex t?  

16 20 
32 36 

dais ```` was ```` noos ```` 
Unscramble the s ight  words  soon ,  saw,  sa id  

```` 

C rea te  a  g ra p h  ab o u t  t he  s ha m ro c ks  a n d  h o rse s h o e s .   Write the Date 

`````` 
 

`````` 
 

`````` 

Today is: 
 
 

Tomorrow will 
be: 
 
 

What day is 4 days 
before the 8th? 

 
 
 

`` ̀ ` ̀ ` 

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	

March Morning Work 
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Wri te  the  m i ss ing  numbers  

Co l or   
to   

show  
30  

otw ```` eon ```` terhe ```` 

```````` 
How to Plant a Flower 

```````````````````````
```````````````````````
```````````````````````
```````````````````````
``````````````````````` 

12

23

32

Write the Date 

`` ̀ ` ̀ ` 

How many? 

``` 
1+5 =___ 6+12=___ 
7+8 =___4+19=___ 
7+15 =___5+13 =___ 

Ca lendar  Time  

So lve the problems 

````` 
 

````` 
 

````` 

Today is: 
 
 
 

Tomorrow will 
be: 
 
 
 

What day is 
the 17th? 

 
 
 

Use the word bank and pictures to write: 

Unscramble the s ight  words  one,  two,  three 

Name

Last First Next Then

sprout dirt sun seed

zzzzz 
zzzz 

March Morning Work 
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````` 

Name```` 
Signs of Spring 

 
 

 
 

 

There are many signs to let 
us know spring is here. The 
weather starts to change. 
Snow melts. It gets warmer. 
It may rain. The days get 
longer. Trees start to bud. 
Birds lay eggs. Animals shed 
their winter coats. Flowers 
start to bloom.  What signs 
have you seen?

1. How do you know 
spring is here? 
 

0  birds lay eggs 
0  animals go to  
sleep. 
 

2. What happens to 
the days? 
 

0 days get shorter 
0 days get longer 

Count by 10 ’s   
34, ___, 54, ___, 
78, ___, 98, ___, 

20, 30,  ___ 

60, 83, 7 
`````` 

A d d ,  t he n  d o ub le  

__ 

Pu t  t he  numbe rs  i n  o rde r  
fro m  s m a l l e st  to  b i g ge st.

Write the Date 

`````` 
 

`````` 
 

`````` 

Today is: 
 
 

Tomorrow will 
be: 
 
 

What day comes 
before the 

20th? 
 
 
 

`` ̀ ` ̀ ` 

Comp lete  the  puzz le  under
new
will

find
for
do

March Morning Work 
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Wr i te  t he  a d d i t i o n  fa c t  fa m i l y  
f l i p  f l o p  fa c t    

5+7= 12 



````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````
````````````````````

Name_____________
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